Technology Expert (m/f) Specialty Films

YOUR TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
• Your responsibility will be to ensure and enhance the long-term technology leadership of PC and TPU Films production by developing new technologies
• You will ensure state-of-the-art films technology by close observation of technology trends and competition
• You will ensure IP protection and freedom to operate
• You will further develop technical films production (pellet handling, dosing, extrusion technology for both flat die and blown film technologies; winding and converting of films)
• You will provide technical input for our upcoming investment projects
• You will act as interface to internal communities, external partners, experts and plant teams globally; therefore team work, sharing of best practices and transferring of know-how are two major success factors of your central function

WHO YOU ARE
• You have an academic degree (master or PhD) with focus on extrusion or technical films
• You have profound knowledge in simulation calculations methods for extrusion technologies
• You are cost-sensitive
• You are cooperative, flexible and team minded
• You have strong analytical skills and a very systematic way of working which allows you to manage complexity
• You focus on results but at the same time you are open-minded and able to involve, convince and lead people
• You are fluent in English, both written and spoken

YOUR APPLICATION
First questions will be answered by Ms Sevda Yilmaz, Phone: +49 214 6009 6411.

CONTACT US
E-Mail recruiting@covestro.com
Address 51365 Leverkusen